Conductive Polymer Hydrogel Microfibers from Multiflow Microfluidics.
Conductive hydrogels are receiving increasing attention for their utility in electronic area applications requiring flexible conductors. Here, it is presented novel conductive hydrogel microfibers with alginate shells and poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly (4-styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS) cores fabricated using a multiflow capillary microfluidic spinning approach. Based on multiflow microfluidics, alginate shells are formed immediately from the fast gelation reaction between sodium alginate (Na-Alg) and sheath laminar calcium chloride flows, while PEDOT: PSS cores are solidified slowly in the hollow alginate hydrogel shell microreactors after their precursor solutions are injected in situ as the center fluids. The resultant PEDOT: PSS-containing microfibers are with features of designed morphology and highly controllable package, because material compositions or the sizes of their shell hydrogels can be tailored by using different concentrations or flow rates of pregel solutions. Moreover, the practical values of these microfibers in stretch sensitivity and bending stability are explored based on various electrical characterizations of the compound materials. Thus, it is believed that these microfluidic spinning PEDOT: PSS conductive microfibers will find important utility in electronic applications requiring flexible electronic systems.